Underwater gliders are autonomous vehicles approximately 6 feet long and 200 lbs. of weight that measure a suite of ocean parameters (temperature, salinity, currents, dissolved oxygen, etc.) several times (4-20) per day from the sea surface to depths up to 1000m several. Gliders travel approximately 24 km/day, or can be stationed at a fixed location, and are fully piloted from land by pilots on the ground able to change glider trajectories and sampling strategies. While sampling the ocean gliders transmit data in real-time even under strong hurricane wind conditions.

Gliders were developed and improved over the last two decades and are now operated by the oceanographic community to the point that much of the observations they conduct can be called routine while collecting observations in areas that are challenging or not accessible to more traditional observing platforms. Gliders can be deployed and recovered a few miles from the coast utilizing small boats, are remotely piloted from the ground, and remain in the water for up to nine months. Gliders are recovered and redeployed, not providing a source of pollution in the ocean and, given their short stay (<10 mins/day) at the surface, they represent a very minor risk for navigation. NOAA/AOML currently has a fleet of approximately 10 gliders to monitor the Atlantic Ocean for hurricane and environmental research and forecasts.

Current research emphasizes the value of glider observations for monitoring ocean conditions that have been linked to hurricane intensity changes. Due to their highly dynamic nature, some ocean features responsible for hurricane intensification, such as warm surface currents, ocean eddies, and large lenses of fresh waters, often prove challenging to be continuously observed by typical observation platforms. On the other hand, underwater gliders allow for the collection of critically needed surface and subsurface observations of these features, which are then incorporated into ocean models for improved hurricane intensity forecasts.

Since 2014, NOAA/AOML together with partners have operated underwater gliders in 50 missions, obtaining over 60,000 temperature and salinity profiles while traveling more than 40,000 miles over more than 5,000 days, in an effort to improve our understanding of the ocean's role on hurricane intensity changes. Data obtained by these gliders are used in real-time analysis and hurricane intensity forecast models during the Atlantic hurricane seasons.